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Designing for Digital Outdoor

Design Specifications »
Digital graphics are produced in the RGB color profile.  CMYK is a profile for printing with less colors 
available, and does not allow for the same color vibrancy. Digital screen resolution is 72 DPI (dots per 
inch) as opposed to printing with 300 DPI.  Send your completed design as a .jpg, .bmp, or .png file. 
A maximum of 10 designs per spot may be submitted, with design changes accepted up to once a 
week.  Please provide finalized designs to YESCO Outdoor Media at least 72 hours before the contract 
start date.

Be Clear »
The most effective outdoor designs capture the 
essence of an idea, which is then conveyed with 
brevity and clear expression.  The average driver has 
less than seven seconds to read your advertisement, 
and most stop reading after five words.

Be Bold »
Making logos and brand names large helps ensure logo and brand identification.  Choose graphic 
elements with a strong focal point, busy graphics and images are often difficult to interpret.  Use 
large and legible fonts in your design.*  Thin strokes or ornate scripts will be difficult to read quickly.
Title Case is the most legible way to present text in outdoor advertising.

*36 inch letters can be read from 1,800 feet; 12 inch letters from 600 feet.

Be Colorful »
To ensure the effectiveness of the advertisement and to avoid readability and safety concerns, YESCO 
does not allow white backgrounds on artwork intended for digital posting. White does not carry out 
the same vibrancy that other colors convey and can wash out the creative, while bold colors will 
provide high contrast. 

Be Readable »
The following 10 color combinations for outdoor design represent the best use of color contrast for 
readability.  The chart evaluates primary and secondary colors, taking hue and value into account.  
Example one is considered the most legible color combination.

Display Size » Pixel Dimensions »
14’ x 48’ 400 x 1408

12’ x 24’ 160 x 336

11’ x 30’ 168 x 448

10’ x 20’ 152 x 272


